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ABSTRACT (BAHASA MALAYSIA)

ABSTRACT (ENGLISH)

For any search tools, the main objective is to improve the ratio of the number of hits to number of retrievals. The objective of this project is to develop an intelligent tool for determining the relevancy of the search result, with respect to users’ keyword. Northern Light Power Search engine was used with specific keywords that are related to neural network. Hypertext and computer science domain was the focus of this study. An intelligent model that can categorize search result as relevant or irrelevant to the keyword specified was developed. This software development was divided into two parts, the first part concentrated on software development to count and categorized keyword in pre-defined format. The second part focus on software development for neural network model with auto-determining capability. Java programming language was used as the programming language to develop the software. Multilayer Perceptron was utilizes as the neural network model implemented in this study. Generic layer and notation of neural network formula were derived from classical model. Prior to the Multilayer Perceptron software development, the data from hypertext keyword counter software was used in “Neural Connection” to confirm the best result that could be achieved. The result from “Neural Connection” has achieved more than 96%. However, the results produced by the developed software decreased by 15%. This may due to the fact that the developed software used non-linear activation function at hidden as well as the output layer.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 An Overview

In the past, the main sources of information are newspaper, magazine, journal, book, etc. Presently, the World Wide Web (WWW) has become a global source of information in all areas of users’ interest. The sources are ranging from commerce to science (Oliveira, Resende & Lehmann, 1999). For this reason engine is become popular in WWW.

As the popularity of the Internet and WWW grows, people begin to experience the pressure of information explosion. Hunting for information on the web becomes more important than ever before (Li & Rafsky, 1996).

Egyhazy, Plunkett and Thompson have identified four generations of information retrieval tools that assists people in searching the WWW. The first generation provided access to references to the end documents rather that to the documents themselves, and indexing and searching were thus applied to document surrogates, such as title or abstracts. These tools require human effort to collect, arrange, code and annotate the various resources. The primary benefit of this tool is providing users with easy browsing capability. The second generation of tool attempts to collect and index resources as an automated function. It reduces the amount of human effort. The third generation deals with WWW search engine, such
The contents of the thesis is for internal user only
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